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Wall charger for charging at Work or Home
GLB
Complete with Modbus for activation of load balancing 

GLB-T222WO         Socket Type 2         

GLB-T222FC            Fixed Cable Type 2

Additional Options installed at Consumer Unit:
Energy Meter GNM1D-100-RS485 For Load Balancing
Energy Tariff Select DV1

ALL GLB 

CHARGERS ARE 

PREPARED FOR 

DYNAMIC LOAD 

BALANCING

3.7-22KW WITHOUT RCD BREAKER

RS-485

Energy Meter
GNM1D-100-RS485
Load Balancing

In Consumer Unit

ELCENTRAL

GLBDCM-T222WO         Socket Type 2         

GLBDCM-T222FC            Fixed Cable Type 2

C/W In-Built    DC Leakage Control
Energy Meter GNM1D

Additional Options 
Wi-Fi RFID 4G Cloud Based Billing

Additional Options installed at Consumer Unit:
Energy Meter GNM1D-100-RS485 For Load Balancing
Energy Tariff Select DV1
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RS-485
CHARGERS

Energy Meter
GNM3D-RS485
Load Balancing

In Consumer Unit

Internal Datalink

ALL GLB 

CHARGERS ARE 

PREPARED FOR 

DYNAMIC LOAD 

BALANCING

For Multiple Vehicle charging in Workplaces,
Car Parks, Hotels & Housing

This solution can also be complemented with RFID to allow access 
control and dynamic load balancing to limit the amount of power 
being consumed by the EV charging infrastructure.

The EV chargers are equipped with TYPE 2 sockets to 
allow any car to charge, using their own charging cable.

A central energy measurement collection system is available for up to 
32 EV chargers connected in the master slave configuration. 

Individual metering parameters are collected through the master using 
LAN cable or a 4G router and exported to the administrator.

GLB

UP TO 32 EV CHARGERS
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OCPP 1.5
OCPP 1.6

LAN WIFI 3G/4G  PLC

OPERATOR

INTERNET

BROWSER
INTERFACE

GLB
Additional Options

Wi-Fi allows the user to monitor the Wall charger from their computer or smart phone.  
The user can then set multiple parameters for charging, billing etc.  Software updates 
are automatically distributed.

RFID access control makes the EV charger more secure.  Any user must have an 
authorised RFID tag to activate the EV charger, this feature can also be incorporated 
into our billing system.
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WALL MOUNTED AND LOAD BALANCING

GARO’s new range of Wall Mounted chargers have many important innovative and 
competitive features. 

Standard Features

Dynamic Load Balancing ensures that the installation’s main protective device is protected 
by the EV charging station.  A meter placed in the main distribution board  monitors the total 
power being used by the installation.

If the power being consumed in the whole installation is getting too high, the GARO EV 
charger(s) will tell the Electric Vehicle(s) to reduce their charging current or switch OFF 
completely. As the total load reduces, the GARO EV charger will then tell the Electric Vehicle to 
continue charging. This process is completely automatic and requires no other inputs.

The GARO motorised interlock is vastly superior to a solenoid type.  The interlock is driven 
into position by the motor and then driven back out by the motor.  A stronger more durable 
mechanism that prevents the vehicles owner’s lead being locked in position.  In the event of 
a power cut, the inbuilt power reserve will also remove the interlock, allowing the user to 
disconnect and drive. 

The inital charging input of each GLB is set by the installer for outputs of 6A - 32A.  The GLB 
is futureproofed as this can be increased as new vehicle models are introduced and capacity 
increases.  

An input for low tariff or night rate charging allows the user to plug their car in at any time, 
but charging will only take place at times that are specified by the user.  As utility companies 
change their tarrif structures, the GLB can always be adjusted to charge at low tariff periods 
and avoid times were high tariffs are in place.

Available output range 3.7kW to 22kW, set by dip switch and protection by installer. 
Maximum charging power may be limited by the specific vehicle inbuilt transformer.

Options

Wi-Fi allows the user to monitor the Wall Charger from their computer or smart phone.  The 
user can then set multiple parameters for charging, billing etc.
Charger software updates can be automatically distributed.

RFID access control makes the EV charger more secure. Any user must have an authorised 
RFID tag to activate the EV charger.  This feature can also be incorporated into our billing 
system.

Cloud Based Billing Solution with option to install up to 32 GLB’s under the control of one 
master charger.

GLB
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Universal Compaibility
By 2020, all vehicles sold on the European market will be equipped with the standard 
connectors, Type 2 and CCs.

However currently there are existing car models with connectors according to the Japanese 
standard Type 1 and CHAdeMo, which will be on the road for a long time to come.  

Garo’s complete range of Charging Stations has models that are compatible with all makes 
and models of Electric Vehicles.

TYPE 1

JAPANESE STANDARD (MAX 

230V/32A/7, 4KW)

AC Charge using 

 car onboard transformer

TYPE CHADEMO

JAPANESE STANDARD 

(MAX 150KW)

DC Charge direct 

to car battery

TYPE CCS

EU STANDARD CCS

 (MAX 950VDC/350KW)

DC Charge direct 

to car battery

TYPE 2

EU STANDARD TYPE 2 

(MAX 400V/63A/43KW) 

AC Charge using 

 car onboard transformer
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WALL CHARGER ACCESSORIES

Product Code Description Current
A

Voltage
V

GLK1T216A230V Charging cable Type 1 to type 1 16 230 

GLK2T216A230V Charging cable Type 2 to type 2 16 230 

GLK2T216A400V Charging cable Type 2 to type 2 16 400 

GLK1T232A230V Charging cable Type 1 to type 2 32 230 

GLK2T232A230V Charging cable Type 2 to type 2 32 230 

GLK2T232A400V Charging cable Type 2 to type 2 32 400

SH-GHL Cable Holder

ST-GHL Mounting Pillar 1 GLB

ST-GHL-D Mounting Pillar S GLB

SKT-GHL Canopy

KBX Communication Box

RFID access control

RK5 RFID Charging Card 5Pack

RT5 RFID Charging Fob 5 pack

Cable holder
SH-GHL

Mounting Pillar 
Single GLB
ST-GHL

Ground foundation

Canopy GLB
SKT-GHL

GLB


